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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Government is in the process of developing resilient building policies including National 

Meteorological Policy and Disaster Risk management Bill to help in minimizing risks and seizing upon 

new opportunities for the vulnerable communities through development of effective climate change 

mitigation, adaptation and disaster risk management strategies. These documents aim at creating an 

enabling policy and legal framework for harmonizing and enhancing the planning, development, 

coordination, financing and monitoring of climate change and disaster risk management initiatives and 

programs in Malawi. On the other hand, through the Department of Disaster Risk Management 

Affairs, the government is reviewing the National Disaster Risk Management Communication Strategy 

(NDRMCS). The revised communication strategy will ensure that information on disaster risk 

management is accessible to everybody in a form that will be understood and enable people take 

positive actions to tackle the disaster risks they are exposed to.  

 

The Government of Malawi has unique policy, legislative and budgetary frameworks. Adoption and 

enactment of Government annual budget, policies and pieces of legislation respectively goes through 

different processes and cycles that most of the citizens needs to be aware of. These Government 

frameworks presents various windows of opportunities that stakeholders needs to take advantage of 

in terms of contributing to the development, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the 

Government budgets, policy and legislations and their respective processes. However, there is lack of 

adequate understanding of Government of Malawi’s Policy, Legislative and Budgetary Frameworks 

and Calendar among various stakeholders in Malawi. This insufficiency presents a huge challenge to 

effective engagement with the Government of Malawi’s policy, legislative and budgetary processes 

leading to un-meaningful stakeholder engagement and contributions to the various processes that the 

Government of Malawi, through Malawi Parliament and other institutions are undertaking or 

facilitating.  

For many years government policies on climate change and other sectors have failed to translate into 

real change because of lack of incentives for implementation, monitoring and evaluation. Some of the 

reasons being lack of funds to support activities the involvement of stakeholders in the development, 

implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the policies, strategies and pieces of legislations. 

National Governments and International financial institutions are therefore developing policies and 

financial management systems to allocate and manage finance aimed to support implementation of 

various policies, with the most recent one being the Green Climate Fund (GCF) under UNFCCC. In 

an effort to get stakeholders ready to engage with the GCF, the Government of Malawi has started 

developing National GCF protocol as one way of expediting the stakeholder readiness processes and 

ensure effective development and implementation of country programming. 

Each year, Countries Party to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change meet 

to negotiate at the Conference of Parties (CoP) on ways of addressing the Climate Change challenge. 

The Conference of Parties (COP), the supreme body of the United Nations Framework convention 

on Climate Change (UNFCCC), consisting of the representatives of the parties to the convention and 

held its sessions every year. The ultimate objective of all agreements under the UNFCCC was to 
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stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that will prevent dangerous human 

interference with the climate system, in a time frame which allows ecosystems to adapt naturally and 

enabled sustainable development. Malawi being a party to the UNFCCC and one of the least 

developed countries, takes part in these yearly negotiation sessions and therefore was anticipated to 

be part of the 24th Session of the CoP to be held in Poland in December, 2018. It was therefore 

imperative that stakeholders in Malawi be part and parcel of the development of the Country’s position 

to the CoP 24 and in any related preparatory processes leading to the years’ negotiations. 

It is with this background that Civil Society Network on Climate Change in collaboration with Trocaire 

through Resource Rights Program supported by Irish Aid; Care Malawi through GCF-CSOs 

Readiness Project supported by Care Germany Watch; Action Aid Malawi; VSO Malawi and Oxfam 

organized a two day workshop to share knowledge and experiences, and enhance collaboration among 

Civil Society Organizations and Government Institutions and Departments in development of 

effective resilient building policies from 14th – 15th August, 2018 at Silver Sands Holiday Resort in 

Salima. The workshop was also designed to deepen the understanding of the CSOs on the 

Government of Malawi Policy, Legislative and Budget Framework and highlight the various windows 

of opportunities that the CSOs could make use of in order to contribute to such processes. 

Stakeholders were also sensitized on the renewable energy regulations and standards in Malawi. The 

workshop further provided a platform for CSOs to engage with the various Government of Malawi 

Policy developments and related processes which were underway focusing on the processes leading 

to the development of the National Meteorological Policy, Disaster Risk Management Bill, the 

National Disaster Risk Management Communication Strategy (NDRMCS) and the Green Climate 

Fund Country Protocols. 

1.1 AIMS OF THE WORKSHOP 

The workshop aimed at sharing knowledge, experiences and enhancing collaboration among network 

members and government on the development, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of climate 

resilient programs, strategies, policies and legislations in Malawi. Specifically, the workshop aimed at; 

 

1. Enhancing stakeholders understanding on Government of Malawi budget, policy, legislative 

processes and the various windows of opportunities for stakeholders engagement with these 

processes 

2. Enabling stakeholders to contribute to the process of review and development of the National 

Disaster Risk Management Communication Strategy (NDRMCS) and GCF Country protocols  

3. Enabling stakeholders to contribute to the development of Government of Malawi’s preferred 

position to the 24th Session of the Conference of Parties  

4. Raising stakeholder awareness on the status and provisions of the draft DRM Bill and Draft 

National Meteorological Policy 

5. Raising stakeholder awareness on renewable energy regulations and standards in Malawi 
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2.0 PROCEEDINGS 

DAY 1  

2.1 WELCOME REMARKS 

First day of the workshop started with welcoming remarks from CISONECC National Coordinator, 

Julius Ng’oma. He welcomed all the participants to the workshop and introduced the workshop a 

knowledge exchange platform where a lot of sharing of experiences and knowledge would happen. 

He reminded the people that the workshop would start that day and finish on the 15th August, 2018. 

In further introducing the workshop he said that everyone was affected by climate change in one way 

or the other. “Our role as CSO is beyond what we do day by day”, he said. He explained to say that 

as CSOs implementing various climate change interventions, are also supposed to be interacting with 

the various policy development processes as the resultant policies and laws would affect their 

programmes. During the workshop there would be a number of processes that needed to be 

understood by all participants, for instance, Malawi Parliament would be presenting on how laws are 

developed and processed and enacted. He therefore urged and encouraged all participants in the 

meeting to be vigilant and active making sure that policies are in the right way, the way they wanted. 

Having said that, he welcomed Mr. Nkhokwe from the department of climate change and 

Meteorological services to make his opening remarks on behalf of Government Officials present 

during the workshop. 

 

2.2 OPENING REMARKS 

Director of Department of Climate Change and Meteorological Services, Mr. Jolamu Nkhokwe 

believed that coming together of stakeholders to discuss and share knowledge and ideas on various 

topical issues including policy processes would help the network understand a number of issues. He 

urged all the participants to share the experiences and knowledge among themselves to enhance 

collaboration and deepen the understanding of different government systems and policy processes. 

He said members were going to have highlights where they would find windows to building a resilient 

Malawi to climate change.  He continued to say the workshop would provide a platform for 

engagement between Government and CSOs on several issues and policies such as the Draft 

Meteorological Policy and Disaster Risk Management Bill among others that would be presented and 

learnt. “Let’s open up and hear more, let’s ask as many questions as possible so that we gather as much 

information as possible” Mr. Nkhokwe emphasized as he took his sit. 

2.3 CISONECC UPDATES 

Violet Mfune from CISONECC secretariat gave updates on matters related to the network in general. 

In her presentation, she started with describing the vision and mission statement of CISONECC. She 

said the vision was to create a coordinated approach to building climate change resilient communities 

and ecosystems in Malawi. To coordinate civil society organisations and influence a desired change in 

climate change and disaster risk management-related policies, practices and attitudes through research, 

advocacy, model projects, networking and capacity building. She explained that CISONECC is made 

up of  61 Local and International Non-Governmental Organisations and Faith Based Organisations, 

as well as Networks and Associations working in Climate Change and Disaster Risk Management 

(DRM) in Malawi. If  an organization would be interested to be part of  the network, application of  
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CISONECC membership was by filling Application form and giving two referees. She continued to 

say that CISONECC was composed of  5 board members, 2 board sub – committees, 4 thematic 

groups and 7 secretariat staff  members  

 

Violet continued and mentioned of  the partnerships of  the network. She said CISONECC was 

implementing a Resource Rights Programme with support from Irish Aid through Trocaire and a  

GCF-CSO Readiness Project with support from German watch through CARE Malawi. At that 

moment, the secretariat wasworking on Partnerships for the following Projects: NEPAD – Climate 

Smart Agricultural Practices, engagement on the NAP development process with Support from DCA 

and Putting policies into practice in the midst of  Energy Crisis project; with support from VSO.  

 

She also gave updates on what CISONECC had achieved in 2018. Among others, National 

Coordinator for CISONECC was selected as GCF active observer for the global south – representing 

CSOs in GCF Board meetings for 2 years; engaged Government on GCF related matters though the 

GCF-CSO Readiness Project – CBA 12 Side event; Supported stakeholder meetings for the 

development of  the DRM bill, disseminated the DRM Plans for Cities; supported stakeholder 

meetings for the engagement on the development process of  the Meteorological Policy; developed 

Newspaper articles and press releases on various policies such as the Meteorological Policy; Website 

maintenance and social media tools and pointed out that the secretariat is re-working on the website 

and the work will be completed soon. She further indicated that CISONECC supported Youth 

Conference on Climate Change (the team had an audience with the Minister of  Natural Resources 

Energy and Mining on 31st July 2018); disseminated DRM, NCCM, Food and Nutrition policies and 

its implementation, monitoring and evaluation strategies; finalized CISONECC strategic plan and 

advocacy strategy ( members to request copies from secretariat); conducted a study on potential 

factors likely to influence GCF flow to Malawi and a CSO orientation workshop on international and 

National resilience policies in March 2018; and conducted a Big Shift campaign launch in Malawi ( 

CISONECC was the secretariat of  the campaign). In addition, she indicated that CISONECC had 

attended a number of  international Meetings such as; Adaptation features in Cape Town in June, 2018, 

CBA 12 in Lilongwe June 2018, Conference of  Parties in November, 2017, GCF Board Meetings in 

March and July, 2018, Pan African Parliament in February, 2018, PACJA AGM in January, 2018 ( 

CISONECC Serves in Technical and Political Affairs of  the Continental Governing Council of  

PACJA) and disseminated weather forecasts and climate information among the network.  

 

She finally reminded participants of  the Weekly updates and indicated that each organisation was 

supposed to have three contact personnel and each member was supposed to notify secretariat of  

changes of  the contact persons in their organizations. She also reminded members of the CISONECC 

Social Media accounts;Website; new website had been developed www.cisoneccmw.org, Facebook 

page; Civil Society Network on Climate Change, Twitter; @cisonecc_malawi.  

 

For the full presentation; https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZVw_-

c1SrnrB6n32DlsqqA7Ywrby9Nai 

 

http://www.cisoneccmw.org/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZVw_-c1SrnrB6n32DlsqqA7Ywrby9Nai
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZVw_-c1SrnrB6n32DlsqqA7Ywrby9Nai
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2.4 LEGISLATIVE AND BUDGETARY PROCESSES AND CALENDAR 

Mr. Joseph Manzi, Senior Assistant Clerk of Parliament started his presentation by introducing the 

three major functions of the Malawi parliament. He indicated that Malawi Parliament has three major 

functions, including:a) Legislation – making laws which include passing of the Appropriation Bill for 

the National Budget;b) Oversight Role – to make the Executive accountable to the people; and c) 

Representation Role. 

He then described the Legislative process of the Parliament. In his description, Section 8 of the 

Constitution of Malawi – The Parliament was the only institution that was vested with powers of 

making laws for the Nation.Proposed laws (Bills) are brought to Malawi Parliament by either 

Government (Cabinet Minister) or any Member of Parliament. A Government Bill is called Public Bill 

while the one by a Member of Parliament is called a Private Member’s Bill.He informed participants 

that a Bill is processed at three broad levels before it can become a law, which included: Pre-Chamber 

level, chamber level and the post chamber level.  

Budget process. Mr. Manzi explained that Budget Formulation is done by the Ministry of 

Finance.Section 175 (1) of the Constitution stated: “the Minister responsible for Finance shall lay before the 

National Assembly a statement of the estimated receipts and expenditure of Government in respect of that financial 

year…..” Financial Procedure in Parliament involve six main Stages as follows: Presentation of Budget 

Statement by the Minister of Finance; Budget scrutiny by Parliamentary Cluster Committees; General 

Debate by the House; Committee of Supply to approve the Estimates Vote by Vote; Approval of the 

Estimates by the House after Committee of Supply; and Passing of the Appropriation Bill.  

Budget calendar; Mr Manzi explained that there are usuallyPre-Budget Consultations – Usually done 

in March to earlier April, Budget Preparation – April to early May, Budget Meeting of Parliament is 

held from early May to end June for the following to take place:a)Budget Presentation by the Minister 

of Finance – Mid May, b) Cluster Committees Budget Scrutiny – May to Early-June, c) Committee 

of Supply (Votes by Votes) and d) passing of the Budget and Appropriation Bill – the rest of June. 

Mr. Manzi also presented the possible opportunities for CSOs contributions to Legislative and 

Budget processes.He encouraged CSOs to Participate and provide inputs to the proposed Bills 

during workshops organized by the initiators of various Bills and during Pre-consultations on the 

Budget Submission of views to relevant Committees which scrutinize the Bills once referred to them 

in order to influence provisions to the Bills. He also indicatedthat it was very important that CSOs 

attend and provide input to Cluster Committees during budget scrutiny. Submission of views through 

individual Members of Parliament of choice for submission in form of Private Member’s Bills, 

motions, questions or amendments to Bills. Submission of Petitions to Parliament in line with the 

Rules of the House. In this regard, the CSOs and the general public are urged to take a keen interest 

to understand the relevant Standing Orders. CSOs can also support programs for Parliament, e.g. 

Committee meetings. Some of the institutions that had supported Parliament were: CISANET – 

supported the Committee inquiries on Maize Scam; MEJN – had been supporting the Budget 

Committee on budget analysis; Action Aid (Malawi) was providing support on establishment of 

Parliamentary Budget Office under “Strengthening Social Accountability and Oversight in Health and 
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Agriculture in Southern Africa Project”; African Institute for Development Policy (AFIDEP) supported 

Parliament – Strengthening Capacity to use Research Evidence in Health Policy Project; and AFIDEP was 

currently supporting Parliament on the “Parliament’s Autonomy Agenda.” 

He concluded by emphasizing that CSOs have the opportunity to input into the various processes as 

already stated and encouraged all participants to be active whenever there would be an opportunity to 

do so. CSOs could submit their views to relevant committees which scrutinize for instance the budget 

as well as identifying any member of the parliament to work with if they would like their views to be 

considered. 

For full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AnXDSLwMg7oLfdc9Dn3a_yiqhWxROSXb 

PLENARY  

Oxfam representative asked Mr. Manzi if there was a process where the parliament review 

theperformance of the previous budget and how the house avoided duplication of the previous failures 

of the budget. He responded to say that such amendments were done at cluster committee level. There were a number 

of committees called Clusters which were created to monitor and interrogate issues of budgeting in the parliament. 

ICAD representative asked of the role of the house in environmental management. Mr. Manzi indicated 

that there is a committee that always set the agenda of the house. So it would depend on how government would champion 

the parliamentary business. If environmental management was not the priority of government, then the house would not 

consider environmental management as a priority. 

ICAD also wanted to understand the role of the house at regional level. There had been inter-parliamentary 

organizations (IPO) meeting which the house attended and shared among themselves resolutions from various IPO 

meetings.  

 

MERA representative wanted to know the minimum requirement for a Member of Parliament and 

how issues of Integrity were safeguarded. To respond to his question, the facilitator read Section 51 of the 

parliament which said any person who was ready to read and write was eligible to be a Member of Parliament. Mr. 

Manzi emphasized that safeguarding integrity was not easy but there was a need for change right away from the leader’s 

mindset because integrity is a factor which starts from one’s mindset even before being controlled. 

2.5 DRAFT METEOROLOGICAL POLICY AND STATUS OF THE 

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

The director to Department of Climate Change and Meteorological Services, Mr. Jolam Nkhokwe first 

of all defined a policy as a deliberate system of principles to guide decisions and achieve rational 

outcomes. He indicated that policies also provide clarity to the reader when dealing with accountability 

issues or activities that are of critical importance to the organization. He further defined Meteorology 

asa branch of the atmospheric sciences which is the study of the atmosphere that include both climate 

and weather. Derived from Greek word METEORS meaning lofty or elevated or high in the sky and 

LOGOS meaning the study or learning.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AnXDSLwMg7oLfdc9Dn3a_yiqhWxROSXb
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Mr. Nkhokwe explained the functions of met services as follows one of which includes to produce 

and deliver weather and climate forecasts and climate change projections in meteorology such as 

WMO. He thereafter gave a justification of the meteorological policy. He informed the participants 

that the draft policy is the first ever National Meteorological Policy in Malawi, hence there had been 

limited or no specific guidance for growth and development of the weather and climate services sector.  

As a result the sector lack a clearly defined mandate, authority and legal framework to discharge 

functions effectively and efficiently. Furthermore, efficient weather and climate services require strong 

sector linkages and coordination.  

Mr. Nkhokwe then presented on the purpose of the NMP, it was being developed to serve as an 

overarching guide on generation and provision of climate change and meteorological services and 

products for various users.  

Policy goal; The policy is there to guide towards the achievement of enhanced weather, climate and 

climate change services to support the social economic development of Malawi 

Policy objectives; Mr. Nkhokwe explained the objectives of the policy were; to provide readily 

accessible and accurate weather and climate information for efficient planning, management and 

operation of relevant sectors; to guide and improve coordination of collection and management of 

data and information dissemination on weather and climate among stakeholders; to ensure timely 

dissemination of sector relevant information for early preparedness; and to improve capacity of the 

sector for effective and efficient delivery of meteorological and climate change services. 

Mr. Nkhokwe also outlined the Policy outcomes as follows; Effective and efficient generation and 

utilization of reliable, responsive, high quality, up to date and timely climate services; enhanced 

community resilience from weather and climate shocks; and increased demand, utilization and cost 

recovery for climate change and meteorological services by users. He explained priority areas for the 

policy as well as the institutional arrangements, stating that the responsibility lied with Ministry of 

Natural Resources, Energy and Mining through the DCCMS. 

He concluded his presentation by giving out the Implementation, monitoring and evaluation 

plans; Plans had been developed in line with standards and requirements of international protocols 

that governed the implementation of meteorological services in the world such as World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO), International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCCC). The plans also guided by national guidelines and frameworks including 

National Strategy for Sustainable Development, the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy, 

National Climate Change Policy, National Climate Change Investment Plan. 

The full presentation; https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EPneiR9Ob-

RnMwdcFat6TFI_eKL30SFu 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EPneiR9Ob-RnMwdcFat6TFI_eKL30SFu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EPneiR9Ob-RnMwdcFat6TFI_eKL30SFu
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PLENARY 

NYNCC representative wanted to understand how the department managed climate information/data 

in terms of interpretation and coordination of climate data in different sectors. Mr. Nkhokwe responded 

and said that their department had been working with a number of stakeholders and departments such as the Department 

of Extension Services and Information so that they could  get ideas on how best they could disseminate the information 

in a way that would be understood by the public . The department also would go around all the districts at the district 

councils just to disseminate information about climate change. At local level, where not understood, the people would have 

a platform to ask for clarity. In addition the department also used different Platforms such as emails, social media and 

many others to disseminate information. 

CECODE representative asked if there was some inclusion of indigenous knowledge and any 

incorporation with the local during the interpretation of climate data. In his response Mr. Nkhokwe said 

that Indigenous Knowledge was getting more confused because of Climate Change and the Scientific method was becoming 

more reliable at that moment. However the departments was still working on how best they could work together and 

incorporate both ways. 

WESM representative wanted to know if there was any Area Specific Climate Information. Mr. 

Nkhokwe replied and said Area Specific Information needed more resources and equipment. The requirements and the 

materials were inadequate to generate area specific climate data but if the resources where made available, the number of 

weather stations where people would access area specific climate data would increase. 

ICAD representative wanted to understand how the policy would ensure that climate data was not 

too technical to the end users and if the department could shift from sending weekly updates alone to 

long term weather updates. The department would do some regional awareness on the technical words. The director 

highlighted the need for CSOs to organize specific sessions just to define the technical terms used in meteorology. On the 

long term weather updates, he clarified the limitation of skill reduction, but when there had been an opportunity to 

forecast season for more than 5 months, they did and shared to the public. 

ELDS representative asked on the operations of the policy. What strategy was there to put it in 

practice? The Director said that there would be dissemination of the policy to key stakeholders in the community. As 

CSOs, the participants were encouraged to contribute to the installation of the weather stations and discuss with the 

department on how they could help each other to put the policy in practice. 

 

2.6 DRAFT DRM BILL & NDRMCS 

Stern Kita from Department of Disaster Management Affairs (DoDMA) gave a presentation on the 

Draft Disaster Risk Management Bill and status of the development process. He started his 

presentation by stating the growing need for a new Disaster Risk Management law.The Disaster 

Preparedness and Relief Act, 1991 had been considered reactive and inadequate by stakeholders hence 

a need for a more comprehensive legal framework addressing all aspects of disaster risk management. 

The act could only make provision for response measures once a disaster had occurred. It failed to 

make adequate provision for multi-stakeholder participation in disaster risk management activities. 

The Act did not make reference to cooperation with regional/international actors. He presented the 
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guiding principles of the draft Bill and further explained what was maintained in the draft bill after 

undergoing a review process by different stakeholders including the Parliamentary committees.  

 

The presentation also highlighted a number of new things that were proposed in the draft Bill, and 

the various sections in the draft Bill which include sections on declaration of a disaster. Stern provided 

information on the draft provisions related to Funding for Disaster Risk Management and 

International Disaster Risk Management Assistance; Funding Provisions for Disaster Risk 

Management; Disaster Risk Management Vote; and National Disaster Risk Management Fund. 

 

In concluding, he shed light on the status of the Bill and said that the draft Bill was submitted to 

Ministry of Justice for review. Due to the conditions set by World Bank under prior action for 

contingency funding arrangement, CAT-DDO, the draft Bill is expected to be submitted to Cabinet 

in September, 2018. The participants were also made aware that Operational Guidelines were being 

developed at same time as subsidiary legislation. 

 

Stern Kita from Department of Disaster Management Affairs (DoDMA) extended his presentation 

to give a presentation of the National Disaster Risk Management Communication Strategy. He started 

by describing the need for a new Disaster Risk Management Communication Strategy (NDRMCS). 

He indicated that the previous NDRMCS had a timeline of 4 years: 2014-2018, hence need for review. 

This wouldtake into consideration how to improve dissemination of early warning information and 

other emerging issues from community and other stakeholder consultations, policies, strategies, and 

frameworks. He explained that there has been a review through consultative process: Consultations 

with communities April-May, 2018, Taskforce working session and pre-testing: July, 2018. The 

National stakeholder workshop scheduled for September, 2018.  

 

Progress to date; Stern Kita informed the participants that at that moment DRM Radio Programme 

is aired; IEC materials were produced and disseminated (mainly through radios); awareness campaigns 

with communities; and use of  social media to disseminate messages. There was engagement with 

media: interface, training, exchange visits undertaken, DRM training manual being finalized, was at 

that time in process of  translation. Trainings had been conducted for different players such as   Civil 

Protection Committees (CPCs) including the integration of  DRM in primary, secondary and tertiary 

school curricula. 

 

In his presentation he also stated Focus areas of  the strategy. It would also focus on the effectiveness 

of  means of  disseminating information in order of  priority, best channel of  providing information; 

Language(s) in which information would be provided; andlocal means of  information generation and 

dissemination. Furthermore it would also outline areas of  disaster risk management where more 

information would be needed on the link between Indigenous Knowledge and Scientific knowledge, 

their role in the generation and dissemination of  information on DRM and comments on some of  

the messages from the message matrix in draft NDRMCS.Stern also explained thatinformation on 

weather helped communities in prevention of  loss of  yields, injuries caused by storms as well loss of  

lives. It alsohelps communities to get prepared for disasters whilst information on DRM help 

children/youth to be cautious when crossing rivers when going to school, persons with disability stay 
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indoors to avoid getting trapped by disasters, women make sure that food stocks are in place for at 

least a month or so, CPCs use the information of  seasonal forecast to update the Village Action 

PlansChallenges with current information.  However Stern Kita indicated that, dissemination and 

interpretation of weather information is hindered by several challenges. In addition to them, some 

crosscutting issues tended to portray women as the only vulnerable groups than men and others.  

 

Issues to consider: Stern Kita indicated that DRM messages aim at identifying and addressing the 

root causes of vulnerability and exposure to risks. He further highlighted that the generation of 

messages on DRM should also factor measures of addressing different vulnerabilities in the 

communities. Not all communities would have access (including time to listen) to radios: hence the 

need to have a variety of dissemination mechanisms. He concluded by saying different groups in the 

community have different preferred ways of accessing information. 

 

The full presentation; https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NKRvYDi2ekOrXBWxcoT-

eO44EphfTf3I 

 

PLENARY  

NYNCC representative wanted to understand the local and central coordination between central and 

local government in the policy. “How are we taking advantage of decentralization?” Stern Kita responded 

and said the policy ensured that coordination issues and decentralization were taken on board. NYNCC 

representative made a follow up question and asked how effective would the two funds be in terms 

of management – it was clarified that there would be discussions with the Minister of Finance and other stakeholders 

on how the funds would be managed. 

Christian Aid representative wanted to know if the bill specify triggers in terms of disasters - Resource 

constraint is a major factor but currently there are no specific triggers to the disasters. Are there measures in the bill 

to protect classrooms as shelters? Yes there is. Procedures have to be followed and classrooms have to be last option 

for shelter. Vacation Centers are being put in place in some parts of the country such as country. 

There was a call by the facilitator to all CSOs to include budget lines for disaster issues and work with 

their department 

 

2.7 RENEWABLE ENERGY REGULATIONS 

Mr. Kasakula from the Malawi Energy Regulatory Authority presented on the renewable energy 

regulations. In his presentation he emphasized on the mandate of the MERA and renewable energy 

in Malawi that includes licensing of energy undertakings, approving tariffs and prices and energy sales 

and services, monitoring and enforcing compliance by licenses, developing and enforcing performance 

and safety standards for energy exploitation, production, transportation and distribution, prescribing 

and collecting fees, changes, levies or rates, arbitrating commercial disputes, resolving and mediating 

consumer complaints against licenses, and recommending reforms to the Energy Laws as the 

Authority may deem desirable. In particular to renewable technologies, section 9 (2) provided that the 

Authority should facilitate increasing access to energy supplies and promote the exploitation of 

renewable energy resources.   

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NKRvYDi2ekOrXBWxcoT-eO44EphfTf3I
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NKRvYDi2ekOrXBWxcoT-eO44EphfTf3I
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Mr. Kasakula explained further on some by-laws and explained the classes of regulations from the 

authority. He stated that all licenses would within a year of execution of equipment sale and purchase 

agreement and service agreement provide to the Authority a copy of such equipment sale and purchase 

agreement and service agreement. He also stated that there were only 130 Registered Renewable 

Energy installers and 70 renewed their permits in the year 2018. 

 

In conclusion, he urged stakeholders to be conversant with the by-laws governing Renewable Energy 

supply and installation regime. Stakeholders also need to operationalize some of the provisions in the 

by-laws, for example, prices and charges as well as the purchase, sales and service agreements to ensure 

that customers had value for money and to flush out substandard works and material. Stakeholders 

were also required to comply with the provisions of the regulatory framework for the Renewable 

Energy sector to ensure quality of renewable energy products.  

 

For the full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hwPg0dS8lYuhgj1Dg0xmqVcoe5fvKz6z 

 

PLENARY  

There was a question by one participant about who was responsible for checking the solar appliances? 

MERA responded to say their institution worked hand in hand with MBS; MERA provide standards for the 

appliances but the actual checking was a responsibility of MBS. 

Another participant asked about the energy policy- does MERA have guidelines to control prices of 

renewable energy technologies?In responding that, Kasakula said energy laws are done by Government but 

MERA provide regulations and enforcement of the laws and policies. 

 

“Do you think the registered electricians are enough?”“ Is there anything that can be done?” it was 

indicated that the number of the registered electricians is less. However, Mr. Kasakula said that they publish calls for 

applications from people through the newspapers. 

Electrical equipment-was MERA involved in procurement of the ESCOM gensets. If yes did MERA 

have any inventory on what was procurement? MERA responded that all belong to Government and did not 

have any inventory on what was procured.  

What had MERA done to track illegal installations? MERA had been mandated to do that and work hand in 

hand with ESCOM.  

How much had MERA done to ensure that the certified installers are the ones working on ground? 

M & E issue was not competent enough. There was still more work which needed to be done. 

“What are you doing in regards to gender?” There are a number of females who are involved in energy issues such 

as registered electricians but are few. Mr. Kasakula concluded by emphasizing a Call for CSOS to help in the 

engagement of women in energy issues. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hwPg0dS8lYuhgj1Dg0xmqVcoe5fvKz6z
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2.8 RENEWABLE ENERGY STANDARDS 

Stephen Chalimba from Malawi Bureau of Standards presented the overall objectives of the Malawi 

Bureau of Standards in relation to regulating to renewable energy standards in Malawi.  In the 

presentation, he emphasized on how Malawi Bureau of Standards promote standardization in 

commerce and industry through preparations and issue national standards, provision for facilities for 

testing/analysing/examining articles/materials/substances, provide calibration services,  assist any 

ministry, Government department, local authority, statutory corporation in preparation and framing 

of specifications or codes of practice and provision of cooperation with representatives of any branch 

of industry, government, or any person with the view of bringing standardization.  

The presentation also tackled on the challenges the bureau is facing in ensuring standards for 

renewable energy technologies in Malawi. Some of the challenges pointed out were Poor workmanship 

for correction and maintenance waste, poor quality products on the market and Gaps in the Regulatory 

framework and lack of community responsibility  

For the full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QU3tKYQfuHkJWQXiC0Heb5BarTYANqKw 

 

PLENARY 

During the plenary discussion, a number of questions were raised in relation to why there are a lot of 

poor quality products on the market. In responding to this, it was noted that the Malawi Bureau 

Standard’s work is in constant collaboration with other key government departments mandated to regulate in flow of 

products in the country.The bureau is therefore being affected by other external forces such as the Immigration, MRA 

and the police. Corruption within these departments also is contributing to the availability of poor quality 

standards of renewable technologies on the market.  

It was recommended that, the Malawi Bureau of Standards should consider ways of partnering with 

the communities around the boundaries in an effort to strengthen reporting of the smuggling of the 

poor quality products in the country.    

 

2.9 BIG SHIFT ACTION PLANNING 

Big Shift Campaign was presented by Yvonne Murindiwa from Christian Aid. She presented a 

background of the Big Shift Campaign and the WOSE project by focusing on the project objectives, 

activities, outcomes, Period of the project, financing, implementation partners, Targeted 

Beneficiaries which are women. She pointed out that the Campaign aims at influencing the national 

governments and regional investment bodies (especially the AfDB +AREI) away from fossil fuel 

based sources to clean and sustainable/renewable energy sources. It aims at building the global and 

regional campaigning capacity to influence the Multi-lateral development banks to move their 

finance out of fossil fuels and into renewable, as well as investment in promoting energy access by 

the poor communities-especially those far off the national grid connection. The campaign intends to 

generate more evidence on the economic and financial viability of RE and Energy Efficiency (EE) 

relative to, particularly, coal-fired electricity based on empirical studies to commission research to 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QU3tKYQfuHkJWQXiC0Heb5BarTYANqKw
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identify potential energy mix and sources including financing and business models to Lobby GoM to 

revitalize and maintain non-operational state-owned/installed RE systems as well as replace state-

owned diesel-fired electricity generators with RE systems among other recommendations and 

planned activities.  

The presentation also highlighted some of the challenges that the campaign is facing in Malawi. These 

include limited capacity and knowledge on renewable energy technologies at all levels, lack of support 

to private sector, high capital cost for renewable energy technologies, and low purchasing power for 

energy, lack of community awareness and cultural issues and regulatory environment. 

For the full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pRa4toqs7bbqFhU5OmU6LdzkFjjFDlOy 

 

PLENARY 

On the question of country development priorities and the big shift campaign, it was stated that there 

is need for a comprehensive research to find out what the opportunities Malawi has for the campaign 

to avoid losing out the on development agenda.  

There is a need for stakeholder collaboration to empower the local communities to demand for clean 

energy. This can be done through Community and national level sensitization and engagement 

meetings/workshops (together with policy makers) in the identified pilot projects.  

On the question of who will bear the costs for the campaign, it was discussed that the Big Shift 

campaign is offering a new pathway of  accessing energy and it has a number of opportunities that 

Malawi is poised to benefit. What is needed is to decide what can be the alternative for energy 

investment in the country to address the energy crisis.   

The question was also raised on how the campaign intends to advocate for the support of government 

on the campaign. It was recommended that there should be a research to generate more evidence on 

the economic and financial viability of RE and Energy Efficiency.  The research to identify potential 

energy mix and sources including financing and business models and find out what institutions can 

support the campaign and capacitate them.  

 

DAY 2 

The second day started with some remarks from the CISONECC National Coordinator, Julius 

Ng’oma who explained the programme for the day and handed over to the day’s facilitator, Willies 

Mwandira from Evangelical Association of Malawi (EAM).  Before the sessions began, the facilitator 

requested that one volunteer open with a prayer. Mr. Patterson from SCOPE prayed and the 

participants went straight into that day’s work. 

 

2.10 STATUS OF UNFCCC CLIMATE CHANGE NEGOTIATIONS 

Evans Njewa started his presentation by ensuring that the participants were all on the same page by 

giving a brief explanation of what the Conference of Parties (COP) and United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change were. He also stated that each country that signed the Paris Agreement 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pRa4toqs7bbqFhU5OmU6LdzkFjjFDlOy
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has a role to play to ensure the sustainability of our planet.  He stated that the COP 24is scheduled to 

occur from 3rd to 14th December 2018 and will open on Sunday 2nd December at the International 

Conference Centre (MCK), Spoded Arena, and Katowice Poland. He further explained that the 

different meetings that were scheduled to take place that same period prior to the two weeks, as well 

as giving all the travel requirements and encouraged all stakeholders to attend.  

 

Evans explained that the conference will be a 6 bodies meeting as 6 different bodies would be meeting 

having over 20 agendas from each body. He stated that there would be a Paradigm shift for the 

negotiations – Geopolitics. Countries would have to move from planning to full and effective 

implementation using the Paris Agreement and other decisions made over the years as the guiding 

principles. On the state of Play, he explained that the impacts are now, and some are pessimistic. He 

also stated that others are not as affected by the climate change phenomenon, and believe that it will 

stabilize while others believe that everyone is affected. As one set believes that it is time for action, 

another set believe that the situation would stabilize. Developing countries believe developed 

countries should take lead in fulfilling commitments while others said all should engage and fulfil 

obligations. Climate change is a technical or political issue, the issue is still on debate.  

 

The forecast of the agenda, considering the 6 different bodies, as well as each body having its agendas, 

would be multifaceted. Climate Change Finance would be included on the agenda to afford the present 

participants at the COP to discuss various finance matters. He reported that Malawi developed NAMA 

concepts; Development of a number of projects that would be submitted to GCF (Land Resources, 

Ministry of Agriculture,  LUANAR, Energy, NGO in KU, others); Continued with capacity on climate 

change, GCF processes to stakeholders in government, civil society, private sector and academia; and 

Process to establish a National Climate Change Fund. 

Evans indicated that the flag priority areas for Malawi as in the status for negotiations were; Finance, 

adaptation, Agriculture, loss and damage, mitigation, technology development and transfer, capacity 

building, matters relating to the least developed countries, gender and climate change, global stock-

taking of the implementation of the Paris agreement, and transparency framework of action and 

support. The red lines were indicated to be; parity between support for mitigation and adaptation, 

Equity, Common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities (CBDR&RC), 

Adequate, predictable, accessible means of implementation, Developed countries to take the lead, and 

Country driven-ness. For Africa and Least developed countries outlined Red lines were; finance, 

agriculture, CSA, adaptation, NAPs, gender, technology, loss and damage, matters related to LDCs, 

REDD+ and education, Training & Public awareness. 

As he concluded, Evans encouraged the participants as well as CISONECC secretariat to prepare for 

the COP 24 by being engaged in position paper development, seek funding for themselves as well as 

for delegates as secretariat, and take part and implement recommendations. He also stated some 

challenges or limitations. First, he stated that the delegation size for Malawi is limited. The readiness 

of the team was also a challenge; as team would usually not be comprehensively prepared. The 

groupings and/alliances as the delegates would even compromise the position. Funding would not be 

adequate and hence seem to be a limiting factor. 
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In the end, he requested that the teams that would be reviewing the document would rate the 

document from 0, 25, 50, 75 or 100, and 100 being the highest score possible. 

For the full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f8BIPkMK1Hdz8Blh7HoviMBzVuoTxPx1 

 

PLENARY 

The four thematic groups of CISONECC; adaptation, loss and damage and agriculture, Mitigations 

and REDD+, Shared Vision/Agreements, and Capacity building and technology transfer sat in their 

individual groups to discuss the status of negations to input into the draft position paper for 

consolidation. The different groups reviewed the document based on each group’s theme and shared 

inputs for consolidation into the position paper for Malawi. They also rated the points that had been 

raised in the draft country’s position paper at 75%. 

 

The groups had several inputs on the countries position which included;  

 Adaptation actions should be fully supported by grants from public finance, and that the 

support should be accessible, predictable and adequate as well as transparent.  

 The national focal point should take ownership of the thematic areas such as department of 

forestry for REDD+  

 Include actions to reduce emission of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere on the NAMAs 

 A suggestion on working on proposals for the 2019CoP as one of Malawi’s position on 

Adaptation Fund serving the Paris Agreement.  

 Adaptation funding should have proposals and finances to the proposals should be gender 

sensitive 

 Gender should be defined beyond number boundary. It should consider capacity building to 

promote women into decision making/policy positions at all levels, clear monitoring and 

evaluation instruments be put in place that measure gender beyond numbers and capacity 

building initiatives both short and long term 

 The government should promote home grown technologies through support to academia and 

research institutions. Foreign technologies proven to be accessible, appropriate and user 

friendly should be blended and customized to suit local environments. The “access” in this 

case should mean available to all categories of users such as men, women, youth and people 

living with disabilities in some cases.  

 recommendation that the locally practised soil and water conservation technologies should be 

recognised 

 Capacity building should come under each agenda item and that 3.4.19 should just summarise 

into main points as Malawi’s position and the capacity building could be in forms of training, 

material and financial support at all levels 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f8BIPkMK1Hdz8Blh7HoviMBzVuoTxPx1
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2.11 STRENGTH BASED APPROACH 

Mercy Chirambo from CADECOM presented the Strength Based approach as implemented by 

CADECOM. CADECOM was implementing programs using a unique approach called the strength 

based approach (SBA) also called the asset based community development (ABCD). For over seven 

years, CADECOM had looked at locally available community strengths and resources as building 

blocks for their programs. The approach did not look at what was wrong with the community and 

how to fix it, but rather focused on how best to use the available resources in the communities. It was 

indicated that any organization structure in a community could choose to either focus on two options 

when assessing community ‘resources’; either negative or positive.  

The SBA has several steps which are; discover, imagine, determine, design and initiate. The approach 

identified several assets or resources that were being considered. These were classified into human, 

social, natural, physical, economic, and customary and spiritual assets.  

 

She informed the participants on how the SBA and also pointed out some disadvantages of focusing 

of the needs of the communities. she highlighted that focusing on the community needs would mean; 

leaving an impression to the community that they were deficient and their communities were broken; 

most money would go into the community for programs often narrowly defined; money goes directed 

towards professional helpers, not community members; placing focus on leaders which magnified 

deficiencies even further; rewarding failure and fostering dependency on systems; leaving community 

with a poor self-image; and experiencing a sense of hopelessness. 

 

Mercy concluded by sharing what CADECOM had learnt during this approach. First, they learnt that 

communities have some capacity which is often times underestimated. The communities also were 

also enabled to realize their own potential and they were able to visualize. The district assemblies were 

very eager to also be incorporated into the new approach that was being introduced, and they were 

ready for the Programme. 

 

For the full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1miI6HyCsGEzbV0RfvaHrVm2Q7LMmLTOe 

 

Plenary 

On how the approach fits into the district local council strategies and plans, it was revealed that the 

approach encourages the involvement of the local structures to sustain the project.  

 

It was also explained that the approach encourages the use of other approaches to leverage on gaps 

that may result from the approach.   What is more important is to give the communities the power 

to decide on what they want in the project.  

 

2.12 FORECAST BASED FINANCING 

Chance Muwama from Red Cross Malawi started his presentation by intorducing the concept of 

Forecast Based Financing (FBF) as a mechanism that uses climate and weather forecasts to trigger 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1miI6HyCsGEzbV0RfvaHrVm2Q7LMmLTOe
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timely humanitarian action, before a hazard hits the exposed population. He stated that Malawi Red 

Cross targets 2,800 beneficiaries in Nsanje and Chikwawa with FBF focusing on floods (Rapid onset 

disaster). The three main components of FBF are triggers – selecting forecasts for advance notice 

before danger level is reached. He further stated that there is an opportunity to have many 

humanitarian actions implemented between forecasts and disaster; many climate-related hazards could 

be forecasted and humanitarian get information about where and when extreme-weather events like 

storms, floods and droughts were expected. In their endeavors, Red Cross learnt that building a 

successful FBF system requires some blocks; leadership and government participation and ownership, 

feasibility study and road map, FBF Technical work group, early action capacity enhancement, funding 

mechanism, impact based forecasts, prioritization of early actions, monitoring and evaluation, early 

Action Protocol validation, and FBF integration.  

 

He also presented some lessons learnt during implementation of the FBF and some of which included 

flexibility in FBF concept development was required; in terms of moving from being project focus to 

national focus since partnership would be a more sustaniable solution; need for strong partnership 

with hydromet actors and government for fonding as well as Impact based forecasting and thresholds 

setting; Partneship inPre-identification of Beneficiaries was important; mapping flood prone villages 

and potential beneficiaries, and partnerships with SCTP and others is also a solution. Other key points 

were to keepflexible and iterative approach in FbF design in Malawi, the dialogue with key government 

authorities and other stakeholders, as well as advocate for support and paradigm shift to FbF in 

disaster preparedness and response.Lastly, dialogue platform for sharing of best practises was 

important. 

 

For the full presenttaion; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SZvjMkHks6zOcGrQyIXHYAkhPHMVqfCX 

 

Plenary 

It was discussed during the plenary session that this approach is different from other humanitarian 

financing approaches in the sense that the focused based approach focuses on putting resources ready 

for the relief project and disaster prevention activities.  

 

On the question of what happens to the resources after the forecasted disaster has not hit the area, it 

was explained that the approach uses highly scientific methods to minimize the probability of 

forecasting an event that will not happen. What is more important in the approach is putting the 

resources ready for the disaster rather than experiencing the disaster without resources for relief or 

prevention activities. 

 

2.13 FARMER MANAGED NATURAL REGENERATION 

World Vision’s Victor Chimombo shared on an approach that they had been using, Farmer Managed 

Natural Regeneration – a systematic regeneration and management of trees from living tree stumps, 

roots and seedlings on farmland, rangeland and forestland. World vision Malawi had adopted the 

concept towards the end of the financial year 2015 and implementation started in 2016. It was adopted 

as one of the NRM approaches in food security and resilience programming. Then practiced as on 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SZvjMkHks6zOcGrQyIXHYAkhPHMVqfCX
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and off farm. Data was collected on communal land; number of trees as well as number of 

beneficiaries. The approach was also used to promote income diversification through Natural 

Resource Based Enterprises (NRBEs) e.g. bee keeping. In practice, each farmer adapted the system 

of agro-forestry to his or her own needs and situation.  

 

Some benefits of using this approach as presented by Victor include; greater crop resilience to drought, 

increased availability of fodder to livestock during dry periods, carbon sinks, micro-climate regulation, 

source of bio-fuel, tourism/scenic beauty, shade, construction poles, wind breaks as well as honey. 

Also, FMNR positively impact on crop yields and animal production, and ensures production of 

firewood during pruning. FMNR showed several advantages, as Victor explained. There was capacity 

building of community structures i.e. lead farmers and VNRMCs, individuals for on farm household 

areas and local and faith leaders as promoters of FMNR initiative. World Vision also facilitated 

development of bylaws or management plans and on farm and off-farm FMNR sites were established. 

FMNR had faced some challenges during implementation. There is relatively longer time to get 

benefits from indigenous trees which took time to grow. The trees would be affected by bush fires. 

There is poor enforcement of by laws. Even though this was so, good collaborations with partners 

such as churches, Government, local leaders, and CSOs helped scaling up and enforcing the bylaws. 

The plans for the future included scaling up to new communities and individuals, capacity building on 

data collection, awareness campaigns through various partnerships and avenues, scaling up community 

facilitated NRBEs as well as youth engagement as they were affected in the immediate and longer 

terms and also were in majority. 

 

For the full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e7TWWbJbpI2nC4viFVmXqP1Kq_6LsG52 

 

2.14 TRANSFORMING AFRICAN AGRICULTURE: EYES IN THE SKY, SMART 

TECHS ON THE GROUND 

Matthews Tsirizeni from LEAD started his brief presentation by expressing gratitude to the enablers 

of the project which were; UNFCCC – Agenda Thematic Area No 15 (Appropriate Technology 

Development & Transfer) and African Union at High Level Panel on Emerging Technologies 

(APET). At APET, the first three emerging technologies were Gene Drive for control and elimination 

of Malaria, Drones in the Horizon, and Micro-grid. He indicated that Climate change brings several 

dilemmas such as when and what to plant, as well as what to do with the various issues arising such 

as; Fall Army Worms, Late rain on-set, early rain cessation, Flooding, and Soil fertility decrease. 

Considering Malawi’s agro-based economy, there were many factors to consider and to constantly be 

on the lookout for, such as; Fertility, moisture, disease/pest free environment, and Health Ecosystems. 

 

He also shared the two types of drones; the fixed wing as well as the Multi-Rotor. Matthews brought 

the multi-rotor into the meeting and circulated for all participants to hold it and see it up close as he 

explained further on the different parts of the drone. He explained that the sensor on the drone was 

the most important part as this was the part that could be able to sense what was being measured, 

whether moisture, fertility, etc. He further stated that drones are multi-used machinery in all sectors.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e7TWWbJbpI2nC4viFVmXqP1Kq_6LsG52
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As he concluded, he explained that different drones had different sensors which also used different 

software based on what they were looking for. He stressed he only shared some of the uses related to 

climate change and agriculture but there could be more uses and the participants could learn more as 

they continued in their researches.  

 

For the full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n3Xr_h_0glxxQU2NUKupDtBVwzDyEZrG 

 

Plenary 

To add on to the presentation, a representative from CISANET mentioned that one other use for 

drones would be for tracking of wildlife poachers in protected zones 

 

The participants agreed that it was a great technology that is relevant in all sectors and could even be 

of help in Disaster Risk Management.  

 

2.15 ACTION AID CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENT APPROACHES 

Chikondi Chabvuta from Action Aid Malawi started her presentation by asking the group what 

Resilience meant to them. After a few responses from the group, she shared to say Climate change 

resilience was the ability of people to recognise, challenge and transform the unjust and unequal power 

relations that dictated their vulnerability, to adapt positively to changing circumstances, and to 

mitigate, prepare for and rapidly recover from shocks and stresses such that their wellbeing and 

enjoyment of human rights was safeguarded. She further explained the crises Survivors Reflections on 

Resilience; which is the encapsulated in ‘independent yet supported’ or “Having the skills and capacity 

to look after yourself whilst knowing how and where to access help when needed.” Knowing that 

Action Aid takes a feminist approach, there is promotion of women led resilience, preparedness and 

response. The AAT explored three phases of resilience; Absorbing shock, adapt to changing 

environment and Transform and thriving in a new environment.  

 

ActionAid has been building the resilience of women, their families and the larger community through 

different areas of work and approaches; women’s rights & leadership, Disaster Risk Reduction, 

Climate change adaptation, access to, control over and sustainable management of natural resources, 

Humanitarian response, Advocating for inclusive and responsive governance, and working through 

women and their communities. ActionAid’s work is centered on people’s vulnerability to shocks and 

stresses as well as addressing the underlying causes that made them vulnerable. With the framework, 

action aid’s goal was to achieve equal and just power for everyone as that was required for everybody 

to be fully resilient.  

 

Chikondi indicated that there are four core interventions that were identified and are required to 

achieve equal and just power for all, and fostered resilience.  These were accessing basic rights and 

services, gaining awareness, learning and skills, developing collective action and partnerships, and 

strengthening institutions and policies. While developing programming around the four core 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n3Xr_h_0glxxQU2NUKupDtBVwzDyEZrG
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intervention areas, it is important to take a few guiding principles into consideration. They considered 

enhancing diversity and flexibility to increase communities’ access to a variety of skills, knowledge, 

resources and assets, allowing communities to change the way they operated or functioned if facing a 

shock or stress. 

 

She finished her presentation by sharing that Action aid’s work on DRR through two different 

approached that complimented one another. The first being community-based, where communities 

where at the heart of risk reduction measures and the other being social protection which sought to 

reduce risks faced by vulnerable communities and provide support so they could better manage 

hazards, shocks, stresses, and threats, in the short, medium and long term. 

 

For the full presentation; 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z6gDXwf559FfQnl_kSfZCnilFohVvBX8 

 

2.16 GCF PROTOCOLS STAKEHOLDERS INPUTS 

CISONECC solicited inputs from its network members through online after a brief discussion of 

the overview of the protocols at the knowledge exchange workshop. The following are the inputs 

solicited from the network members.  

 The protocols should state out clearly on how much the applicant will pay as the application 

fees during the application process. 

 On page 17 the word Accredited is not well spelt and that has to change. 

 The diagram on the application process should be on one page for easy following   

  The implementing entity should not be immune to due diligence/capacity by the executive 

when granted a project. 

 The draft protocols should have a table of contents in its one of the first pages to for easy 

accessing of the important information 

3.0 CLOSING REMARKS 

Julius Ng’oma, the CISONECC National Coordinator thanked the participants for their presence and 

patience during the workshop as well their inputs throughout the sessions. 

 

The workshop was officially closed by Senior Chief Kwataine, CISONECC’s Board member. He 

thanked the participants for making it to the workshop as well as for their cooperation and inputs 

during the sessions. He urged them, as CSOs to always take a leading role in the decision making 

through such platforms and wished them safe travels back to their respective homes. He finally 

thanked the secretariat for organizing the event and all other organisations such as Trocaire, Care 

Malawi, Oxfam and Action Aid Malawi for supporting the event. 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z6gDXwf559FfQnl_kSfZCnilFohVvBX8
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ANNEX 

I. DOCUMENTS AND PRESENTATIONS 

 Name of Document Link 

1. Presentation of CISONECC 
updates  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZVw_-
c1SrnrB6n32DlsqqA7Ywrby9Nai 

2 Presentation on legislative and 
budgetary processes and calendar  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AnXDSLwMg7o
Lfdc9Dn3a_yiqhWxROSXb 

3 Presentation on Draft 
Meteorological Policy and status of 
the development process  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EPneiR9Ob-
RnMwdcFat6TFI_eKL30SFu 

4 Presentation on draft DRM Bill and 
NDRM Communication strategy  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NKRvYDi2ekOr
XBWxcoT-eO44EphfTf3I 

5 Presentation on Renewable Energy  
Regulations  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hwPg0dS8lYuhgj
1Dg0xmqVcoe5fvKz6z 

6 Presentation of Renewable Energy 
Standards 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QU3tKYQfuHkJ
WQXiC0Heb5BarTYANqKw 

7 Presentation of Big Shift Campaign 
in Malawi 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pRa4toqs7bbqFh
U5OmU6LdzkFjjFDlOy 

8 Presentation on the status of 
UNFCCC Climate Change 
Negotiations  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f8BIPkMK1Hdz
8Blh7HoviMBzVuoTxPx1 

9 COP24 Briefing notes/Draft 
Country Position 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A-
dcKBdL2FiO2zhvyNKi7zAFvC87jPLg 

10  Presentation of CADECOM’s 
Strength Based Approach  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1miI6HyCsGEzb
V0RfvaHrVm2Q7LMmLTOe 

11 Presentation on Malawi Red Cross’ 
Forecast Based Financing  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SZvjMkHks6zOc
GrQyIXHYAkhPHMVqfCX 

12 Presentation on World Vision’s 
Farmer Managed Natural 
Regeneration  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e7TWWbJbpI2n
C4viFVmXqP1Kq_6LsG52 

13 Presentation on LEAD SEA’s Eyes 
in the Sky, Smart Techs on the 
Ground  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n3Xr_h_0glxxQ
U2NUKupDtBVwzDyEZrG 

14 Presentation on Action Aid’s 
Climate Change resilience Approach  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z6gDXwf559Ff
Qnl_kSfZCnilFohVvBX8 
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II. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

No NAME OF 
PARTICIPANT 

ORGANIZATI
ON 

CONTACT 
NO. 

EMAIL 

1 Julius Ng’oma CISONECC 0888 795 957 Julius@cisoneccmw.org 

2 Victor Chimombo World Vision 0999736236 Victor-chimombo@wvi.org 

3 Evans Njewa EAD 09948532245 evansnjewa@gmail.com 

4 Bessie Matekenya World Vision  0997218004 Bessie-matekenya@wvi.mw 

5 Elizabeth Mnenula CARE Mw  0999455043 Elizabeth.mnenula@care.mw 

6 Mathews Tsirizeni LEAD 0994554731 mtsiriza@leadsea.mw 

7 Dickens Mtonga ELDS 0888852612 mtongadick@gmail.com 

8 TapiwaKasawa CISONECC 0882999911 kasawatapiwa@gmail.com 

9 Patterson Majonanga SCOPE 00888642646 moetmalawicharity@yahoo.c
o.uk 

10 YohaneWiskey FOCO-YOPE 0888642646 Yohanewiskey8@gmail.com 

11 January Mvula SURCOD 0888745757 Surcod-
development@yahoo.co.uk 

12 Jacqueline Thawale CISONECC 0998135275 Jacqueline@cisoneccmw.org 

13 Grace Kwenda CISONECC 0991387685 Kwendag7@gmail.com 

13 Godfrey Mfiti ISD 0991502690 Isdmalawi20@gmail.com 

14 Charles Mkoka AEJ 0999852469 Cmkoka@gmail.com 

15 Gift Maloya ICAD 0999445993 Gift.icad@outlook.com 

16 Goodson Banda ISD 0999383651 _ 

17 Stephen Chalimba MBS 08801711366 stephenchalimba@mbs.mw.o
rg 

18 Edgar Phiri   USEF  0999250745 ukhondomw@gmail.com 

19 Davie Mazinganjira ZBS 00991158841 Njira91@gmail.com 

20 HopesonChaima WESNET 0881771767 Hopeson.chaima@gmail.com 

21 Wales Chigwenembe ACTIVIST 0999548250 Wales.chigwenembe@gmail.c
om 

22 S. Makweza SURCOD 0888745752 Surcod-
development@yahoo.co.uk 

23 MbumbaChigalu MBAULA 0997619951 mbumbaz@gmail.com 

24 Chance Muwana Red Cross 0999608080 cmwawana@gmail.com 

25 Willies Mwandira EAM 0991004786 glorymw@gmail.com 

26 Brown Banda OXFAM 0995265089 bbanda@oxfam.org.uk 

27 Jack Kambwiri NFYD 0884000442 jkambwiri@nfyd.org 

28 Mahara Nyirenda CISONECC 0999710211 maharani@developmentfund
mw.org 

29 Chancy Mloza ZODIAC 0991158841  

30 S Kweteza CSCRED 0884451660 Cdevelopment7@gmail.com 

31 Hilda Mkupu GREENLIVELI
HOODS 

0881484754 thildamkupu@gmail.com 

32 Emmanuel Nambala SDI 0885311647 Emmanuelnambala’gmail.co
m 
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33 Chikondi Chavuta ACTION AID 0999434298 Chikondi.chabvuta@action-
aid.org 

34 YvonnieMulindiwa CHRISTIAN 
AID 

0884857239 Yhvonne-
murindiwa@christian-aid.org 

35 TemwananiMulitswa OXFAM 0999246573 tmulitswa@oxfam.org.uk 

36 JolamuNkhokwa DCCMS 0999911314 Jnkhokwegmail.com 

37 Geoffrey Tamayenda ASSEMBLIES 
OF GOD CARE 

0999392313 Geofrey.agcare@gmail.com 

38 Jimmy Mzilahowa TWESA 0882824321 twesango@gmail.com 

39 Ephraim Chimwaza CESOCODE 0999458907 cesocode@yahoo.com 

40 Ellen Kapeleta CADECOM  0994181337 Ellen-kapeleta@yahoo.com 

41 Thomas Nkhata CICOD 0993467875 tnkhata@yahoo.com 

42 Violet Mtaza CISANET 0991888348 mtazaviolet@gmail.com 

43 HeysterChidzakali NEIL 0885529344 Networkonindepence 
@gmail.com 

44 Stern Kita DODMA 0999430940 stermkita@gmail.com 

45 Leginald Mumba CURE 0888162749 Reginald.mumba@gmail.com 

45 Joseph Njoka CISONECC 09993542557 josephy@cisoneccmw.org 

46 Arthur Lichenya CARD 0888647088 Aurthur.lichenya@cardmw.or
g 

47 MtisungeMgoli VSO 0882734197 Mtisunge.mngoli@vsoint.org 

48 Kenneth Nyahuye ELDS 0999443488 kennienyahuya@yahoo.com 

49 Chimwemwe Chiwaya CISONECC 0999247685 chimwemwe@cisoneccmw.or
g 

50 Violet Mfune CISONECC 0997615275 mfuneviovitu@gmail.com 

51 Wesley Wakhaula NFYD 0997111367 Makhaula52@gmail.com 

53 George Mahunga WESM 0888172910 _ 

54 Chief kwataine CISONECC 0999253911 kwatainemc@gmail.com 

55 MasakwaFatachi CSCRED 08805051580 Cdevelopment7@gmail.com 

56 Esther Mweso UNITED 
PURPOSE 

0888863823 Esther.mweso’unitedpurpose.
org 

57 AuswardBonongwe WESM 0888562298 auswardwesm@gmail.com 

58 Mercy Chilambo CADECOM 0880035056 mercychilambo@gmail.com 

59 Dominic Nyasulu MNCC 0999621845 domonicnyasulu@yahoo.com 

60 LemekezaMokiwa CARE 0991122593 Lemekeza.mokiwa@care.org 

61 Wilfred Kasakula MERA 0999282484 wkasakula@meramalawi.mw 

62 John Malunga MBS 0888128989 jmalunga@yahoo.com 

63 Joseph Manzi PARLIAMENT 0999800831 Jjmanzi70@gmail.com 

64 Clement Tela CHRISTIAN 
AID 

0999465587 clementthela@gmail.com 

65 CossamKafoteka PARLIAMENT 088886347  _  
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III. PROGRAM 

 
 

PROGRAMME FOR CISONECC KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE WORKSHOP 

DATE: 14TH TO 15TH AUGUST, 2018 

VENUE: SILVERSANDS RESORT 

Day 1  

 TIME 
(hrs.)  

 PROGRAM   FACILITATOR  

8:00 – 8:30  Registration  CISONECC Secretariat  

8:30 – 08:45    Welcome remarks   Julius Ng’oma – CISONECC 
Coordinator  

08:45 – 09:00  Opening remarks   JolamuNkhokwe – Director, 
Department of Climate Change and 
Meteorological Services (DCCMS)  

9:00 - 9:20  CISONECC updates  Violet Mfune – CISONECC Secretariat  

09:20 – 09:30  Plenary    Reginald Mumba - CURE 

9:30 – 09:50  Presentation on legislative and budgetary 
processes and calendar  

J.J Manzi -  Parliament  

09:50 – 10:15  Plenary    Reginald Mumba - CURE 

10:15 – 11:30  HEALTH BREAK   

10:30 - 11:00  Presentation on Draft Meteorological 
Policy and status of the development 
process  

JolamuNkhokwe –Director, DCCMS  

11:00 - 11:30  Presentation on draft DRM Bill  Stern Kita – DoDMA  

11:30 – 12:00  Presentation on NDRM Communication 
strategy  

Stern Kita – DoDMA  

12:00 – 12:15  Plenary   Reginald Mumba - CURE 

12:15 – 13:30  LUNCH     

13:30 – 14:00  Presentation on Renewable Energy  
Regulations  

Kasakula – MERA  
 

14:00 – 14:30 Renewable Energy Standards S. Chalimba – MBS 

14:30 – 14:40  Plenary   Ephraim Chimwaza - CESOCODE  

14:40 – 15:30  Big Shift Action Planning 
Planning on engagement of renewable 
energy strategy 

Yvonne Murindiwa – Christian aid   

15:30 – 15:45  HEALTH BREAK  
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DAY 2  

TIME (hrs.)  PROGRAM  FACILITATOR  

 PRESENTATION OF VARIOUS 
APPROACHES  

 

08:30 – 09:15 Presentation on the status of UNFCCC 
Climate Change Negotiations - 

Evans Njewa - EAD 

09:15 – 10:00  Thematic group discussions based on the 
UNFCCC Negotiating Pillars 

Thematic Group Leaders 

10:00 – 10:30 Group Presentations Willies Mwandira – EAM 

10:30 – 10:45 Health Break  

10:45 – 11:00  Strength Based Approach & Rights Based 
Approach  

Mercy Chirambo - CADECOM  

11:00 – 11:15  Forecast Based Financing  Chancy Muwama  - Red Cross  

11:15 – 11:30 Farmer Managed Natural Regeneration  Victor Chimombo - World Vision  

11:30 – 11:45 Eyes in the Sky, Smart Techs on the 
Ground  

Mathews Tsirizeni - LEAD SEA  

11:45 – 12:00 Climate Change resilience Approach  Chikondi Chabvuta - Action Aid  

12:00 – 12:15  CSO session - Contribution to the Draft 
GCF country protocols 

Joseph Njoka - CISONECC 

12: 15 – 12:45 Breakaway session  Willies Mwandira – EAM 

12:45 – 13:00  Closing remarks  National Coordinator/Board Member  

13:00 – 14:00  LUNCH AND DEPARTURE   
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IV. PHOTOS 

Welcoming the participants at the workshop, Julius Ng’oma, National Coordinator – CISONECC 

 

Presenting 2018 CISONECC updates, Violet Mfune from CISONECC Secretariat 
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J Manzi presenting on the legislative and budgetary processes and calendar 

 

J Nkhokwe making a presentation on Draft Meteorological Policy and status of the development process. 
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Stern Kita, making a presentation on the draft DRM Bill and the National Disaster Risk Management 

Communication Strategy 

 

Part of the participants paying attention to a presenter during one of the presentations. 
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Kasakula-MERA, making a presentation on Renewable Energy regulations in Malawi 

 

Chalimba-MBS, from presenting on Renewable energy standards 



34 
 

Yvonne Murindiwa, from Christian Aid, presenting on the Big Shift Campaign in Malawi 

 

Giving his inputs on the Big Shift, Julius Ng’oma, CISONECC National Coordinator 
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Esther Mweso, United Purpose, giving input to the Big Shift Campaign presentation 

 

Ephraim Chimwaza – CESOCODE, Facilitator for day 1 closing the plenary session for day 
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Presenting on the status of UNFCCC Climate Change Negotiations; Evans Njewa - EAD 

 

CISONECC Thematic groups discussing issues regarding the Malawi’s position paper at the CoP24; 

Adaptation, Loss and damage, and Agriculture 
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CISONECC Thematic groups discussing issues regarding the Malawi’s position paper at the CoP24; 

Adaptation, Shared Vision/Agreements 

 

CISONECC Thematic groups discussing issues regarding the Malawi’s position paper at the CoP24; 

Mitigation REDD+/Renewable Energy 
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Strength Based Approach & Rights Based Approach by CADECOM – Mercy Chirambo 

presenting 

Forecast based Financing by Red Cross – Chancy Muwama presenting 
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Farmer Managed Natural Regeneration by World Vision – Victor Chimombo presenting  

 

Eyes in the Sky, Smart Techs on the Ground by LEADSEA – Matthews Tsirizeni presenting 
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The participants taking turs to view the drones 

 

Climate Change resilience Approach by Action Aid – Chikondi Chabvuta presenting 
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Participants posing for a group at the workshop 

 

CISONECC Board member, Senior Chief Kwataine, saying closing remarks at the workshop 

 


